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harry potter and the chamber of secrets is a 2002 fantasy film directed by chris columbus from a screenplay by
steve kloves based on the 1998 novel of the same name by j k rowling produced by david heyman it is the sequel to
harry potter and the philosopher s stone 2001 and the second instalment in the harry potter film series the second
movie of the harry potter franchise based on j k rowling s novel follows the young wizard s adventures at hogwarts
imdb provides cast and crew information user and critic reviews trivia goofs quotes and more harry potter and the
chamber of secrets is a fantasy novel written by british author j k rowling and the second novel in the harry potter
series a movie review site for the second harry potter film based on the book by j k rowling see critics ratings watch
the trailer and find out where to stream or buy the movie online the chamber of secrets was created under the
dungeons of hogwarts school of witchcraft and wizardry during medieval times by salazar slytherin he disagreed
with the other hogwarts founders on the merits of blood purity harry potter returns to hogwarts for his second year
where a mysterious voice warns him of danger and a monster stalks the school he must uncover the secret of the
chamber of secrets which only the true heir of salazar slytherin can open before it is too late
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harry potter and the chamber of secrets film wikipedia
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harry potter and the chamber of secrets is a 2002 fantasy film directed by chris columbus from a screenplay by
steve kloves based on the 1998 novel of the same name by j k rowling produced by david heyman it is the sequel to
harry potter and the philosopher s stone 2001 and the second instalment in the harry potter film series

harry potter and the chamber of secrets 2002 imdb
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the second movie of the harry potter franchise based on j k rowling s novel follows the young wizard s adventures
at hogwarts imdb provides cast and crew information user and critic reviews trivia goofs quotes and more
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harry potter and the chamber of secrets is a fantasy novel written by british author j k rowling and the second novel
in the harry potter series

harry potter and the chamber of secrets rotten tomatoes
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a movie review site for the second harry potter film based on the book by j k rowling see critics ratings watch the
trailer and find out where to stream or buy the movie online

chamber of secrets harry potter wiki fandom
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the chamber of secrets was created under the dungeons of hogwarts school of witchcraft and wizardry during
medieval times by salazar slytherin he disagreed with the other hogwarts founders on the merits of blood purity

harry potter and the chamber of secrets 2002 plot imdb
Dec 06 2023

harry potter returns to hogwarts for his second year where a mysterious voice warns him of danger and a monster
stalks the school he must uncover the secret of the chamber of secrets which only the true heir of salazar slytherin
can open before it is too late
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